
Armchair with stool - exterior carcass in Classy black, inside in Velvet black and piping in Easy Care apple (Variant B)
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Product and ordering information

Models available in price groups 6, 8, 10, decorative fabric (PG 10), D, H, J, M and X -
Please refer to our current fabric/leather collection for the fabric selection

STRUCTURE:
Frame: Load-bearing parts of the frame made of solid wood and wood materials, surfaces covered with padded cardboard
Seat: Spring system with permanently elastic steel sinuous springs and upper-side cover.

Seat made of PUR foam (min. RG 35), structured in layers harmonised in different thicknesses and hardnesses. Seat covered with cotton wadding.
Especially light upholstery is distinguished by its highly softly surface. Over the course of normal use, sometimes already in new condition,
the covers exhibit a pronounced wave pattern purposefully based on the design and structure. The upholstery will adjust to the shape of the body and the firmness 
of the  seat will give a little bit. Minor differences in seat firmness with add-on units are design-based and are therefore not a cause for complaint.

Back: Fixed back made of ergonomically shaped foam (at least RG25). Cover made of cotton wadding.

Colour variants: Variant A single coloured (except decorative fabric)
Variant B Outside: Fabric or decorative fabric,  Inside: fabric (except decorative fabric)
Variant C Outside: Leather, Inside: fabric (except decorative fabric) 

This model will always be delivered with piping. The piping is only available in Easy Care  white, light grey, light blue, platin, grey, black, yellow, apple, oliv,   
rosewood and dark red - Please always mention colour with your order!

ACCESSORIES: None

Leg: Armchair:  Leg "spider"  No. 194 (black matt) or leg "spider" No.  894 (shiny chrome - available at a surcharge!)
Stool:  Leg "spider"  No. 196 (black matt) or leg "spider" No.  895 (shiny chrome - available at a surcharge!)
Please always mention with your order!

OTHER: All materials used meet the requirements of the DGM according to RAL GZ 430.
The distribution of the stitching may vary depending on the fabric, leather and synthetic leather used. The definition of quilted mats and cushions depends on
the design and structure. The appearance of decorative, fell and double-stitched seams may vary in the fabric, leather and synthetic leather used.

All back covering parts are standardly delivered  in the chosen fabric.  All material-related information can be found 
on the back of the individual fabrics and leathers in our fabric and leather samplers.

All dimensions stated in the price list are approximate dimensions in centimeters, determined according to the usual measuring method (see RAL-GZ 430) and in unused new condition.
Please note that in the case of very light upholstery, especially in the seat height and seat depth, recognizable dimensional deviations to the dimensions given here may occur.  
We reserve the right to make changes in shape, colour and design within the  scope of technical progress.
Please always order from left to right as standing in front of the suite.
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Dimensions approx. cm
Height 117
Depth 82
Seat height 44
Seat depth 48

Model types

79 cm 79 cm 79 cm

1057 1056 1057 1056 1057 1056

price-goup 6
price-goup 8
price-goup 10
price-goup D price-goup D
price-goup H price-goup H
price-goup J price-goup J
price-goup M price-goup M
price-goup X price-goup X

surcharge per element

all price groups

Model Mixed 

Variant A Variant B Variant C

Prices in Euro EKNN Armchair Stool
-59 x 52- Prices in Euro EKNN Stool

-59 x 52-ArmchairArmchair Stool
-59 x 52- Prices in Euro EKNN

Stool in dimension
-59 x 52-

without cushion without cushion without cushion without cushion without cushion without cushion

Stool in dimension
-59 x 52-

ArmchairArmchair
Stool in dimension

-59 x 52-
Armchair

Mix price (PG 
6/8/10/decorative 

fabric)

Surcharge leg 
"spider" shiny chrome 
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